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Abstract. We recently developed the Image-Charge Solvation Model (ICSM), which
is an explicit/implicit hybrid model to accurately account for long-range electrostatic
forces in molecular dynamics simulations [Lin et al., J. Chem. Phys., 131, 154103, 2009].
The ICSM has a productive spherical volume within the simulation cell for which key
physical properties of bulk water are reproduced, such as density, radial distribution
function, diffusion constants and dielectric properties. Although the reaction field (RF)
is essential, it typically accounts for less than 2% of the total electrostatic force on a
water molecule. This observation motivates investigating further the role of the RF
within the ICSM. In this report we focus on distributions of forces and torques on water molecules as a function of distance from the origin and make extensive tests over
a range of model parameters where Coulomb forces are decomposed into direct interactions from waters modeled explicitly and the RF. Molecular torques due to the RF
typically account for 20% of the total torque, revealing why the RF plays an important
role in the dielectric properties of simulated water. Moreover, it becomes clear that the
buffer layer in the ICSM is essential to mitigate artifacts caused by the discontinuous
change in dielectric constants at the explicit/implicit interface.
PACS: 61.20.Gy, 61.20.Ja, 41.20.Cv, 83.10.Rs
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1 Introduction
Over the last forty years, better algorithms, faster computers, distributed parallel computing and user-friendly software all contributed [1, 2] to molecular dynamics (MD) becoming an indispensable tool in detailed studies of biopolymers, aimed at gaining insight
into mechanisms responsible for biological function [3]. Due to the long-range nature of
electrostatic forces, they constitute the key component of MD simulations, affecting the
overall speed and accuracy of the method. High accuracy is often needed because electrostatic interactions between molecules are important in biological processes, including signal transmission, ion-transport, molecular recognition, stability and function of
biopolymers such as DNA, RNA and proteins. On the other hand, computational cost
must be reduced to robustly reach biologically relevant time scales.
The latter consideration motivates the development of implicit solvent models that
treat the solute in atomic detail and the solvent as a dielectric continuum to eliminate
the molecular degrees of freedom associated with the solvent. A common approach is
to solve the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann (LPB) equations to model the effects of the
solvent on the solute [4–7]. However, it suffers from two main drawbacks: 1) atomic
details of solvent near the surface of solute molecules are neglected where atomic details could be critically important [8], and, 2) the discontinuous change in the dielectric
constants at the implicit solvent boundary is a mathematical idealization that leads to
artifacts in the electric field within the solute [9]. The alternative approach is the explicit solvent model with full atomic detail for both solute and solvent, which typically
employs periodic boundary conditions. A range of explicit solvent methods exist that calculate the electrostatic forces using simple cutoff [10], Ewald summation [11,12], particlemesh Ewald (PME) [13, 14], particle-particle particle-mesh [15, 16] and the fast multipole
method (FMM) [17–19]. However, for a small simulation box the electrostatic interactions between particles in different periodic image boxes can introduce artifacts [20]. The
simple solution to this problem is to increase the box size, but this will incur more computational cost, perhaps to a point of being impractical.
Combining the implicit and explicit approaches, many hybrid models have been
[7, 21–23] introduced going back to Kirkwood [24]. However, much care is needed to
maintain the homogeneous properties of bulk water while using a hybrid approach because many subtle problems arise due to boundary conditions. We devised the ImageCharge Solvation Model (ICSM) [25] to address these concerns. The ICSM faithfully reproduces the properties of bulk TIP3P waters [26], and solvation free energies, and other
key physical properties such as radial distribution functions for the sodium and chlorine
ions compared to accurate explicit models [27]. Using more image charges systematically
increases the accuracy of the RF within the ICSM. We found that one image charge is sufficient to reproduce bulk water properties at temperatures near 300 K. Interestingly, the
relative contribution of the forces from the RF are typically less than 2%. Nevertheless,
when the RF is turned off (no image charges used), the dielectric response deviates far
from that of bulk water, while structural properties are only marginally affected. These
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observations motivated us to investigate the effect of the RF on the forces and torques on
water molecules in bulk water, and to further characterize the ICSM. We find that the RF
is critical to maintaining the correct molecular torque, explaining the sensitivity on the
dielectric response of water.
The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2, we briefly summarize
the ICSM, and describe model variations that we further test. In Section 3, we define
the methods employed. In Section 4, we present and analyze results for molecular forces
and torques on water molecules under a variety of model situations. Finally, we give
conclusions in Section 5.

2 Image charge solvation model (ICSM)
Details of the ICSM can be found in previous publications [25, 27]. Here, an overview
of the ICSM is given where key features that differ from other hybrid models are highlighted. The ICSM is setup as shown in Fig. 1. The total electrostatic potential Φ(r)
satisfies the LPB equations:
ε i ∇2 Φ(r) = −ρin (r),
 2

∇ − λ2 Φ(r) = 0,

r ∈ Vin ,

r ∈ Vout ,

(2.1a)
(2.1b)

where the charge distribution ρin (r) contains all the explicit charges from solute and solvent molecules, and λ is the inverse Debye-Huckel screening length. For boundary conditions at the spherical surface,
Φin = Φout ,

and

εi

∂Φin (r)
∂Φout (r)
= εo
,
∂n
∂n

(2.2)

where n is the outward normal of the surface. In the work of this paper, we are studying
pure water, with λ = 0.
We apply periodic boundary conditions to short-range forces using a truncated octahedron, which we refer to as a TO-box.√A TO-box is generated from a cube of length L by
cutting its eight corners at a distance 2L/4 from the center. The TO-box has 8 hexagonal and 6 square
√ faces. The distance from the√origin to the square face is L/2, to the
hexagonal face 3L/4, and to the corners Rc = 5L/4. The short-range forces and local
structure of water are modeled well using periodic boundaries because surface effects are
minimized. Most other hybrid models use finite boundary [21, 22, 28] conditions, which
makes reproducing bulk properties of water near the edge very difficult if not impossible.
The ICSM encompasses the TO-box in the spherical cavity, and the TO-box is surrounded
by a buffer layer that extends to the spherical cavity wall, where its length is characterized by the radius of the sphere given by R = Rc + τ. The spherical cavity separates two
types of dielectric medium where the dielectric constants on the inside, ε i , and outside,
ε o , of the sphere are respectively set to values for vacuum and bulk solvent, the latter
being water in this case.
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Figure 1: A: Schematic representation showing how the simulation box for the ICSM is divided into three parts
inside the spherical cavity of volume, Λ, and surface area, Γ. Regions I and II fill the space within the truncated
octahedron box (TO-box) that is placed at the center of the spherical cavity. Region III fills the remaining
space as a buffer layer within the spherical cavity and outside the TO-box characterized by length, τ. The water
molecules in Region II are imaged into region III using periodic boundary conditions applied to the TO-box.
Therefore, water molecules in region III are not associated with dynamic equations of motion. Region I defines
the productive volume for simulations, processing translationally invariant properties of bulk water consistent
with simulations in large periodic systems. In practice, the majority of region II also represents bulk water well.
B: The location of each shell compared with the sizes of regions I and II for different simulation boxes, 30 Å
(dash lines) and 45 Å (solid lines).

There are many ways to calculate the RF within hybrid methods. Common methods
solve the LPB equation numerically [29], employ approximate theories [21, 30], apply an
exact series expansion [24, 31] for spherical cavities, or use an image charge method [32].
Although the Kirkwood expansion produces arbitrary accuracy of reaction field, it is
slow to converge near the boundary [33]. Alternatively, the reaction field can be created
by image charges placed outside of the physical domain in the region of the continuum
dielectric medium. Friedman [32] gave an approximation for the image charges that can
achieve a good accuracy of O(1/ε) when the dielectric constant is high. Later a more
accurate approximation was implemented by Abagyan and Totrov [12] that involved the
classical Kelvin image charge for a perfect conductor [34]. However, an exact image
charge solution for a dielectric sphere [35–38] expresses the RF potential in terms of a
Kelvin image charge plus a radial line image charge extending form Kelvin image charge
to infinity. As explained next, this line charge can be represented by a finite number of
image charge points. A comparison between these different image charge methods has
been reviewed previously [39].
The ICSM is based on a more complete multiple image charge method [39, 40]. For
each source charge, there is an associated set of image charges placed outside of the
sphere along a ray as depicted in Fig. 2 along the radial direction defined by the source
point charge. The image charges along this ray give a systematic approximation to the
exact image charge solution involving a Kelvin charge (defined for a perfect conductor)
plus a continuous line charge that falls off as a power law starting from the Kelvin charge
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Figure 2: Schematic representation that shows how multiple image charges are placed along a ray on the outside
of the spherical cavity to represent the reaction field. Three image charges are used in this case. Note that
the location of the Kelvin charge is the same as that for the Kelvin image charge used for a perfect conductor,
where the continuous line image charge is zero. Depending on the type of numerical quadrature employed, the
value of the charge placed at the Kelvin position will generally be different than the Kelvin charge for a perfect
conductor. Nevertheless, the first image charge is still referred to as a modified Kelvin charge.

and extending to infinity [39, 40]. The electric field and electrostatic potential from the
line charge is represented using M Gauss-Radau quadrature points, where the first image charge is placed at the location of the classic Kelvin image charge. The numerical
approximation for the electrostatic potential of the RF is given in Eq. (2.3). Notice the superposition of M point image charges has a physically intuitive form, where the locations
along the ray and corresponding charge for each image are given in Eq. (2.4).
M
q′ m
q′ K
+∑
,
4πε i |~r −~rK | m=2 4πε i |~r −~rm |

 1+ ε i


εo
2
ω1 ε i
rm = rK
,
q′K = 1 +
qK ,
1 − sm
2ε o

ΦRF (~r ) ≈

(2.3)
′
qm
=

γε i ωm rm
q.
2ε o R

(2.4)

Here, rK = R2 /rs is the distance from the origin to the Kelvin image of charge qK = γRq/rs
when the source charge is rs distance from the origin and has charge q. The discontinuous
mismatch in dielectric constants is reflected in the scale factor, γ = (ε i − ε o )/(ε i + ε o ). By
employing the Gauss-Radau quadrature, where {sm ,ωm } for 1 6 m 6 M are the locations
and weights [40] the Kelvin image charge is modified, which is denoted as qK′ . Once the
image charges are generated, pairwise forces between all source and all image charges
must be summed. The ICSM performs this sum efficiently, scaling as O( N ), using recent
and very efficient FMM implementations [41–43].
To minimize computational cost, it is desirable to place the cavity boundary that separates the implicit solvent from the simulation space of explicit molecules as close as
possible to the TO-box boundary. Because it is common to use the molecular surface of a
solute molecule of interest as the boundary between two dielectric media, it is natural to
view the space between the TO-box and the boundary of the spherical cavity as wasted.
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Leaving this space as vacuum makes the properties of water deviate far from known results. Instead, periodic boundary conditions on the TO-box are used to fill this space with
imaged water. Based on previous systematic MD simulations, the optimal range of τ is
between 4 to 6 Å, which gives some flexibility on speed/accuracy tradeoff. This range is
largely independent of the size of the TO-box. Moreover, the rate at which accuracy is lost
below 4 Å is large. Conversely, little gain is seen in accuracy beyond 6 Å. As the buffer
layer is increased, additional computational cost is incurred because the atomic charges
from the imaged water in the buffer region produce image charges outside the spherical
cavity. However, because the water in this buffer region is imaged, it does not require
additional equations of motion of its own. The buffer layer characterized by thickness τ
allows the diverging values of the RF (near the interface due to the discontinuous dielectric constants) to be ignored entirely. Therefore, the buffer layer is critical to shield the
artifacts induced by the explicit/implicit interface.
The boundary condition applied to water molecules at the surface of the spherical
cavity may be important, as they may change the nature of the artifacts from the explicit/implicit interface. Three common boundary conditions are considered: Atombased, group-based and Orientational Disorder Limit (ODL) based rules [44, 45], as summarized in Fig. 3. The atom-based rule takes into account Coulomb interactions for atoms
within the spherical cavity independent of the location of the other atoms within the same
water molecules. The group-based rule considers all charges of the water molecule inside
or outside of the spherical cavity based only on if the oxygen atom is inside or outside.
This group-based rule was implemented initially in the study of bulk water [25]. The
ODL-based rule treats a water molecule as a sphere, and if the entire sphere is inside the
spherical cavity, then all atoms within the water molecule are inside the cavity, otherwise
outside. In our application to calculating solvation free energy of ions, the ODL-based
rules reduced the finite size corrections needed for ion solvation free energy [27]. In
other related work, it was found that the group-based rule creates large errors that are
not present when atom-based rules are employed [46]. However, this difference becomes
apparent when there is net charge on various molecular groups. In the case of water, the
differences are not expected to show up. Indeed, within the ICSM for water solvent most
quantities are insensitive to the boundary condition used.

3 Methods
Histogram distributions for electrostatic forces and torques on water molecules are constructed based on MD trajectories derived from the simulation of bulk water in thermodynamic equilibrium at room temperature (T = 300 K) using ICSM. The Tip3p water
model is used [26], in which oxygen atom has a charge of -0.834 and hydrogen 0.417. The
length of HO bond is fixed at 0.9572 Å. All details for performing the MD simulations in
this work are as published previously [25]. After equilibration, typical MD trajectories
are 4 to 6 ns long, and frames were sampled at 0.2 ps apart.
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Figure 3: Three different boundary conditions have been applied to water molecules at the surface of the spherical
cavity, which is represented as a grey vertical line. Water molecules are drawn as solid circles connected by
lines. A (solid, dashed) ellipse or circle indicates which atoms of the water molecule are treated (explicitly inside,
implicitly outside) the cavity boundary.

The net force on a water molecule is the sum of pairwise forces on all its atoms. The
pairwise force is given by:


Q1 Q2
~F = 1
~r
4πε i
|r |3
whether it is a direct interaction between atoms, or indirect interaction between atoms
and image charges that reside outside of the spherical cavity. The water in the buffer
layer is considered as contributing to the direct part of the electrostatic force. The RF
derives from a linear superposition of all forces from the image charges that lie outside
the spherical cavity. The torque on a water molecule is given as:

→
−
→ −→ −→ −→ −→ −→ −→ −
−→ −
Γ = (r H1 − rCM )× FH1 +(r H2 − rCM )× FH2 +( r→
O − rCM )× FO ,

(3.1)

−
→ −→ −→
where r−→
CM is the center of mass of the water molecule, and FO , FH1 , FH2 are the electrostatic
forces on the oxygen and two hydrogen atoms.
Different types of distributions for forces and torques on water molecules are calculated. The first type of distribution is for the magnitude of the net forces and torques
from electrostatic interactions only (no van der Waals forces are included). The second
type of distribution is when these forces and torques are broken down into the direct and
indirect parts. The third type of distribution is for the radial component of these forces
−
→
−
→
and torques, given by: Fr = F · r̂ and Γr = Γ · r̂. All three types of distributions are generated for TO-box sizes of L = 30 Å and L = 45 Å, atom-based, group-based and ODL-based
molecular boundary rules, and for 0, 1, 2 and 3 image charges per source charge.
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The distributions are generated for water molecules as a function of distance away
from the origin in the form of shells to check how homogeneous the water properties are
throughout the TO-box. That is, the spherical cavity is divided into 100 concentric shells
of equal volume so that each shell contains approximately the same number of water
molecules, typically 13 to 15 for 30 Å box, and 29 to 52 for the 45 Å box. For a particular
shell, the electrostatic force and torque values of all water molecules in this shell are
calculated and augmented over all the frames from the MD trajectory. The advantage of
using shell numbers is that the relative position of a shell in systems of different sizes is
the same for the same shell number, which makes comparisons easier. All of the forces or
torques per molecule are accumulated and used to construct the histogram distribution
for a given shell. The same procedure is applied to all shells. If the oxygen atom is inside a
particular shell, then the entire water molecule is treated as if it is in that shell. Thus each
water molecule belongs to one and only one shell for a given frame, although it moves
between shells over the trajectory. Note that although the histograms are normalized,
they do not represent probability density functions because we simply binned the data.
Normalization means that summing the probability over all the bins yields unity.

4 Results and discussion
4.1 Force dependence on number of images and system size
As shown in Fig. 4, the statistical distribution of total force on a water molecule for a L =30
Å TO-box is largely independent of both shell location and the number of image charges
per source charge used to represent the RF. The most obvious outlier is for shell 90, which
is close to the spherical cavity wall that also defines the outer boundary of shell 100. The
force distribution for shells near the spherical cavity boundary within the buffer layer
deviate far from the shells located within region I, as illustrated by the result of shell 90.
For the 0 image case, a small deviation starts to appear at shell 70. Note that for the L = 30
Å TO-box, shell 41 is the smallest shell that contains only imaged water within region
III. Consequently, the histograms for the magnitude of the net electrostatic force on a
water molecule within any shell that lies fully or partly within the TO-box are essentially
the same, independent of the number of image charges used per source charge. This
result suggests that the number of image charges per source charge (including 0) is not
important. If this is the case, then only the buffer layer is playing a significant role in
maintaining proper forces within the TO-box.
Histogram distributions are shown in Fig. 5 for the net force on a water molecule that
is separated into direct and indirect parts. It is seen that there is strong shell dependence
for the RF part, but only a weak dependence on shell position for the direct part, which
is associated with all explicit water molecules within the spherical cavity. Simultaneous
strong shell dependence on the RF and weak shell dependence on the total force is possible because of separation of scales. The RF forces in comparison to direct forces typically
provide less than a 2% effect, which is shell dependent. Within the productive region, the
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Figure 4: Selected distributions within various shells for the magnitude of the net electrostatic force on a water
molecule. The total force consists of direct water interactions and the RF component. A box size of L = 30 Å
and 6 Å buffer layer is used, and the results are shown for different number of images. Note that the distributions
are normalized histograms generated using 30 bins of equal size over the range of 0 to 1.5 × 10−10 N.

relative importance is about 1% while at the end of region II the percentage goes as high
as 2%. The initial objective for the ICSM was to reproduce correct physical properties
of water in the productive region (region I as defined in Fig. 1). Pleasingly, the simulations for bulk water properties [25] and for calculating the ion solvation free energy [27]
produced results that preserved homogenous characteristics of the system under study
markedly well within the TO-box, which includes region II. Because the relative strength
of the direct to indirect RF forces is typically greater than 50, it appears that the main
reason why the ICSM does well is because of the buffer layer. This result suggests that
the buffer layer should be employed, and perhaps the image charges that control the RF
forces are not necessary!
As the shells move further out into the buffer range, the relative contribution is increasing. As shown in Table 1, for shell 70, the contributions of reaction field are 35.6%
for 30 Å and 16.4% for 45 Å boxes, while for the first shell they are only 1.0% and 0.6%,
respectively. The useful shells in regions I and II are extended outwards using a larger
TO-box and the outliers again only occur well within the buffer region. This result shows
that the buffer layer made up of imaged water of the TO-box is absorbing large RF forces,
but dynamics is not affected by these forces. We tested to see if the buffer layer by itself
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Figure 5: The net electrostatic force is split into two parts originating from direct interactions and from the RF.
The bin size for the direct component is the same as used in Fig. 4, and 30 bins of equal size over the range
of 0 to 0.6 × 10−10 N was used for the RF component. The top two panels show the direct interactions, while
the bottom panels show the RF component of the net force. The left column shows results for the L = 30 Å
TO-box, and the right column shows results for the L = 45 Å TO-box. Both box sizes use a 6 Å buffer layer.

is sufficient to generate an accurate RF, meaning all image charges in the domain outside of the spherical cavity are simply dropped. After dropping image charges outside
the cavity, the buffer layer alone yields very large erroneous results in the dielectric response [25], while other structural properties of water did not deviate much. Moreover,
we find that to insure high accuracy in the RF throughout the TO-box, the imaged water
in the buffer region must also generate image charges in the domain outside of the cavity
(data not shown).
The role of the buffer layer is therefore essential to preserve local structure of water consistent with homogeneous bulk water properties, which includes the long-range
electrostatic force that is in part induced by the waters in the buffer layer. This leads to
the question, why is the RF essential (using at least one image charge) despite having a
relative force contribution that is typically less than 2%? Since the dielectric response is
related to the polarization of water, a natural quantity to characterize is the torques on
water molecules, which governs the orientation of the permanent electric dipoles. Another question is whether it is possible that the forces and/or torques generated by the
RF are sensitive to the particular molecular boundary condition?
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Table 1: For different shells, the ratio of the RF part to the total electrostatic forces (RF part + direct part)
per water molecule. The unit of force is 10−10 N.

Shell ID
01
10
20
30
50
70

30 + 6 Å
Total force
7.6640
7.4940
7.1199
6.7418
6.3996
6.6274

30 + 6 Å
RF force
0.0787
0.1195
0.1808
0.2692
0.6353
2.3622

Ratio
RF/Total
0.010
0.016
0.025
0.040
0.100
0.356

45 + 6 Å
Total force
6.5267
6.4476
6.4917
6.4319
3.4946
6.5268

45 + 6 Å
RF force
0.0400
0.0649
0.0967
0.1435
0.3351
1.0676

Ratio
Rf/Total
0.006
0.010
0.015
0.022
0.052
0.164

4.2 Force and torque dependence on molecular boundary conditions
No systematic shell dependence on the distributions for forces and torques of any type
(i.e. total, direct or RF) were found when different molecular boundary conditions were
employed. The two extreme cases are the atom-based and ODL-based rules defined in
Fig. 3. In Fig. 6, we show two representative examples of distributions for the radial
components of the forces and torques using atom-based and ODL-based rules. Some differences are found in the shells within the buffer layer close to the spherical cavity walls
as illustrated by shell 70. However, even qualitative features remain the same (comparing panels C and D for example). Therefore, as far as force and torque distributions are
concerned, the molecular boundary rule that is applied along the spherical cavity wall
is not important provided the buffer layer is large enough, which was previously determined to be 4 to 6 Å [25]. Within the buffer layer, the differences in forces and torques on
the imaged water molecules that depend on the choice of molecular boundaries are not
reflected in the dynamics of the molecules. Although data is not shown for group-based
boundary rules (the original implementation [25]), in summary, no discernable difference
between any of these three boundary conditions is found in the histogram distributions
of forces and torques for bulk water.

4.3 Torque dependence on number of images and system size
In Fig. 7, it is shown that for 1 image charge, the histogram distributions for the magnitude of torques that originate from only direct water-to-water interactions carry slight
shell dependence. This result is independent of system size. The shell dependence is
dramatically increased once the shells enter the buffer region, as expected. Similar histogram distributions are shown for the magnitude of net torques that originate from only
the RF. In this case, the shell dependence is very strong throughout the entire spherical
cavity, both inside and outside the TO-box — similar to what was found for forces. However, the relative scales are much closer. Whereas the forces from the RF compared to
direct interactions is typically a 1% contribution within region I, the torques due to the
RF compared to the direct interactions is about a 20% contribution. In Table 2, both to-
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Figure 6: Comparing distributions for the radial component of the total force (shown in top row) and the radial
component for the total torque (shown in bottom row) using the L = 30 Å TO-box and one image charge. The
(left, right) columns show the histograms for (atom-, ODL-) based rules.

tal electrostatic torque and torque from reaction field are growing when the size of shell
increases. In shell 1, the ratio is 20.8% and 15.1% for 30 Å and 45 Å boxes, respectively.
These ratios are much larger than those of electrostatic force shown in Table 1, which
are no larger than 2.0% before shell 10. The comparison between Tables 1 and 2 elucidates that, in region I, electrostatic torques from the reaction field play a more important
role than electrostatic force to maintain the correct dielectric properties. Therefore, the

Table 2: For different shells, the ratio of the RF part to the total electrostatic torques (RF part + direct part)
per water molecule. The unit of torque is 10−10 N nm.

Shell ID
01
10
20
30
50
70

30 + 6 Å
Total torque
0.4373
0.4552
0.4737
0.5533
0.7224
0.7267

30 + 6 Å
RF torque
0.0910
0.1127
0.1346
0.1610
0.2773
0.5059

Ratio
RF/Total
0.208
0.248
0.284
0.291
0.384
0.696

45 + 6 Å
Total torque
0.4479
0.4368
0.4374
0.5140
0.8412
0.8469

45 + 6 Å
RF torque
0.0677
0.0823
0.0986
0.1227
0.2230
0.4017

Ratio
Rf/Total
0.151
0.188
0.225
0.239
0.265
0.474
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Figure 7: The net torque on water molecules due to electrostatic forces is split into two parts that originate
from direct interactions and the RF. To produce the histograms, 40 bins are used over the range 0 to 1 × 10−10
N nm for the direct component, and over the range 0 to 0.4 × 10−10 N nm for the RF component. The top
two panels show the results for the direct interactions, while the bottom panels show the results for the RF
component of the net torque. The left column shows results for the L = 30 Å TO-box, and the right column
shows results for the L = 45 Å TO-box. Both box sizes use a 6 Å buffer layer.

importance of the image charges is not related directly to forces, but more specifically
to torques, which is responsible for the orientation of the water molecules, and thus the
local polarization properties. This result is physically intuitive, and it motivated a further check on the significance of the number of image charges on affecting the torque
distributions (recalling forces were not sensitive at all).
In Fig. 8, the effect of using a different number of image charges per source point
(0 to 3) on the histogram distributions for net torque that include both direct and RF
components are compared for the ODL-based molecular boundary case. It is somewhat
surprising to see that the affect of the RF is hardly visible. Using 1 to 3 image charges per
source point show virtually no differences within statistical noise. When using no images,
a more noticeable change does occur for the outer shells, but no deviation is discernable
for any shell up to shell 20, which ends region II. This result again suggests that the buffer
layer of imaged water is sufficient to model bulk water, dropping the image charges altogether. As mentioned above, this experiment was indeed performed in earlier work [25].
Most of the physical quantities that was checked did not depend strongly on whether the
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Figure 8: Histogram distributions for the magnitude of the net torque due to the electrostatic forces originating
from both the direct and RF parts is shown for four cases invoking 0 to 3 images in the MD simulation using
the L = 30 Å TO-box with a 6 Å buffer layer. To produce the histograms, 40 bins are used over the range 0 to
1 × 10−10 N nm.

image charge was present or not, except for the dielectric constant, which dramatically
changed between the 0 and 1 image case. In Fig. 9, similar results are shown only for the
radial part of the net torques. It was our expectation that a difference in torque distributions would be detected when comparing the 0 and 1 image charge case. In our previous
studies, group-based molecular boundary rules were employed [25], while the results
shown here are for ODL-based rules that were incorporated in the ICSM in subsequent
work [27]. As we show below, the molecular boundary condition is not the reason for not
seeing a difference between the 0 and 1 image charge case.
A possible reason why the torque distributions do not reflect the differences we found
earlier between the 0 and 1 image charge cases is because the differences that are present
are spatially averaged out by using concentric shells. Even the radial component of the
torque distribution is subject to this possibility. However, because the radial pair distribution function (between oxygen atoms) is not very sensitive to using the 0- and 1-image
charge cases (data not shown), this implies that during the MD simulation the collective behavior of the water molecules restore the net total forces and torques to statistically support the same histogram distribution. However, this still leaves a perplexing
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Figure 9: Histogram distributions for the radial component of the net torque due to the electrostatic forces
originating from both the direct and RF parts is shown for four cases invoking 0 to 3 images in the MD simulation
using the L = 30 Å TO-box with a 6 Å buffer layer. To produce the histograms, 40 bins are used over the range
0 to 1 × 10−10 N nm.

dilemma, because at least 1 image charge is necessary to maintain the correct dielectric
constant. These results suggest that our analysis is missing correlations in orientations
between pairs of water molecules.
To demonstrate that there is indeed an important difference between using 0 and 1
image charge per source charge, the net dipole moment for a spherical ball centered at
the origin as a function of radius is shown in Fig. 10 for both the atom-based and ODLbased rules applied at the spherical cavity walls. Error bars are calculated to show that
Ni > 0 cases are all equivalent to one another within statistical errors, but these results are
very different from the no image charge case (Ni = 0). The formula for the total dipole
moment as a function of radius r with respect to the origin of the TO-box and spherical
cavity is given in Eq. (4.1), where a spherical ball contains all water molecules in frame,
j, that have its oxygen atom within the radius, r, considered.
P2

J D
E
~
~
=
P
·
P
∑ j j ,
total
j=1

where

K

~Pj = ∑ qO,k~rO,k,j + q H ,k~r H ,k,j + q H2 ,k~r H2 ,k,j .
1
1

(4.1)

k=1

The dipole moment is averaged over all J-frames from the MD trajectory, where the atom
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Figure 10: The total dipole moment for spherical balls of radius r is plotted for four cases invoking 0 to 3
images in the MD simulation using the L = 30 Å TO-box with a 6 Å buffer layer. Rc is defined in Fig. 1A. The
overlapping error bars show that Ni = 1, 2, 3 cases are producing the same results, based on the 6.0 ns trajectory
for atom-based and 4.8 ns for ODL-based cases. The error bars on the 0 image curve in the atom-based case
are smaller than the size of the symbols. A: Atom-based and B: ODL-based boundary rules are used.

position vectors for the k-th molecule in the j-th frame weight the oxygen and hydrogen
atoms. Because the first non-zero multipole is the dipole moment, the result is independent of choice of origin. Thus, the expression given in Eq. (4.1) is equivalent to defining
the origin to be at the center of mass or at the oxygen atom for each water molecule.
The total dipole moment is needed to calculate the dielectric constant, and it represents a quantity that reflects fluctuations in the orientations of water molecules that captures correlations that are presumably missed in the torque distributions shown above.
This dipole moment calculation was done for both the atom-based and ODL-based boundary rules. These results confirm the previous study using group-based boundary rules.
Therefore, any of the three common molecular boundary conditions considered here have
little to no influence on the molecular force and torque distributions regarding properties
of bulk water. This is not to say that there are not advantages to employ one boundary
condition over the other for certain physical quantities or deficiencies may exist in certain
cases as pointed out previously [25, 46].
The interesting feature identified is that within region I, there is essentially no difference between using 0 or 1 image charge per source charge. The buffer layer on its own
already makes region I resemble bulk properties of water. However, region II retains the
properties of bulk water as well. As Fig. 10 shows, a non-negligible deviation starts to
occur just at the end of region II (a radius of 12.9 Å ends region II for a L = 30 Å TO-box.).
For bulk water simulations [25] and for ion solvation [27], we previously reported that in
practice region II also maintained the properties of bulk water well when 1 image charge
per source charge is used in the ICSM. For practical purposes, dropping the single image
will surely increase unwanted finite size effects because physical correlations involving
water orientations will be lost, and therefore is not recommended. Moreover, 1 image
charge per source charge appears to be sufficient for high accuracy.
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4.4 Importance of the reaction field and the buffer region
Building on prior works [25, 27], combined with the above detailed analysis of force and
torque distributions, we have shown that the importance of the reaction field manifests
directly through the net torques on the water molecules. The RF component represents
a long-range effect that works in a subtle way to create correlations in the orientation
of water molecules, and thus affects the polarizability of the solvent. The observation
that torque plays a central role in describing proper bulk properties of water has been
exploited in the local molecular field (LMF) [47] theory approach. In general, boundary
conditions that arise at the interfaces between different types of medium are difficult to
deal with due to the long-range nature of the electrostatic force. As such, simple cutoff procedures create large errors. These errors have been addressed within the LMF
approach [47] by accounting for the net long-range electrostatic forces in terms of reorienting torques on water molecules, which is consistent with our calculations. As such,
this suggests that the success of the LMF approach is precisely because the dominant
effect has been accounted for.
The results presented above also suggest that if 1 image charge per source charge is
kept the buffer layer can be reduced, since all shells maintained the same force and torque
distributions within region I and most (if not all) of region II. Although the distributions
were not shown, it was already clearly demonstrated [25] that the buffer layer thickness
is critical to maintaining accurate structural and dynamic properties of bulk water. As
soon as the buffer layer is reduced (say to 4 Å) some properties of water deviate from
the desired target properties of bulk water. This prior observation is understandable
because the relative importance of both torques and forces from the RF compared to direct
interactions increases when a water molecule comes closer to the spherical cavity wall.
From a practical point of view, a buffer layer of 4 Å may introduce errors that are tolerable
for many applications, but 6 Å will ensure high accuracy whenever needed. This finding
leads us to point out a serious concern involving artifacts found in any explicit/implicit
model.
The method of images [40] is a rigorous way of solving the Poisson equation for a
system with spherical geometry that we have employed in the ICSM. It is worth noting
that this method can be extended to accurately solve the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann
equation with arbitrary ionic strength [48]. In the case of bulk water, we show here that
the Poisson equation can be solved more accurately using multiple images (2 or 3 per
source point for example) than is required because the physical quantities that can be
calculated do not gain in any detectable accuracy. This is because the discontinuous
model for the dielectric to change from within the cavity to the continuous dielectric
medium outside of the spherical cavity walls is a mathematical idealization. As such,
the forces and torques near this boundary are unphysical. To counter this problem, the
buffer layer is introduced to absorb idealized-model induced errors. The buffer layer is
therefore an essential part of the ICSM.
It is necessary to use multiple image charges (more than one) for accurate calculation
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of the electrostatic forces for charges in the simulation box near the spherical dielectric
interface where the Kirkwood expansion converges extremely slowly. However, this region is where the buffer layer is located. The ICSM uses imaged water molecules in the
buffer layer, which do not have associated dynamical equations of motions. Although increasing the number of image charges will increase the accuracy of the water molecules
within the buffer layer, our results show that the accuracy is already sufficient for the
water molecules outside of the buffer layer. In other words, improving accuracy for the
forces and torques on water molecules within the buffer layer is not relevant. For fixed
buffer layer thickness, as the spherical shell radius increases should lead to a situation
that multiple image charges will be needed for very large box sizes. However, even up to
an 80 Å box with ε o = 80, one image charged was found to be sufficient in accuracy [25].
Also, we explored whether more than one image charge is needed for bulk water simulations using different ε o values that go as low as ε o = 10. In all cases checked for bulk water,
we find one image charge is good enough to recover accurate properties of bulk water.
However, also note that this single image charge is slightly modified from the classical
Kelvin charge, and partly accounts for the imaged line charge in addition to the classical
Kelvin charge.
The significance of a minimum thickness buffer layer to ensure accurate calculations
of electrostatic interactions is more far-reaching than a simulation protocol for modeling
bulk water. Rather, the analysis presented here demonstrates that any model that employs a discontinuous change in the dielectric constant within the physical domain of
interest will create large spurious forces and torques on explicitly modeled atoms. Therefore, when developing a hybrid model that interfaces continuum electrostatics with explicit atomic systems, a buffer layer should be included to better model structural details
at the interface [49], and to allow a way for artifacts caused by the unphysical boundary
conditions to die out far enough away from the parts of the system that are under study.

5 Conclusion
Molecular forces due to the reaction field are typically less than 2% of the total force,
while in comparison, molecular torques due to the reaction field are typically 20% of the
total torque. Since molecular torques affect water orientation, and thus polarization, the
role of the reaction field is essential in describing the correct molecular response to electrostatic forces. In particular, the reaction field is responsible for generating correlations
in the orientations of water molecules, which affects the local dipole moment. In addition, it is shown that using a discontinuous dielectric model produces large artifacts at
the interface, which can be essentially removed by applying a buffer layer. The role of
the buffer layer used in the ICSM is critical to maintaining high accuracy because the
spurious forces and torques that are generated near the interface walls do not affect the
dynamics of the molecules near the walls because they are imaged. More generally, the
analysis shows that it is important to create a buffer layer in multi-scale hybrid models,
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and/or to completely avoid discontinuous change in the dielectric within the physical
domain of interest.
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